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Abstract 

Trial-and-error skill learning involves generating variation in behavioral 

performance ('exploratory variation') and modifying the motor program to produce the 

behavioral variants associated with better reinforcement.  This thesis addresses the 

computational rules and neural circuitry involved in trial-and-error skill learning.  

We investigated trial-and-error learning using adult birdsong as a model system.  

Adult Bengalese finch song contains a sequence of syllables, 50-100ms vocal gestures 

with characteristic acoustic structure.  In each experiment, we delivered differential 

reinforcement contingent on fundamental frequency performance in a targeted syllable 

of adult song.  Such reinforcement elicited modification of the fundamental frequency 

of the targeted syllable by trial-and-error. 

First, we found that the nervous system keeps track of fine-grained exploratory 

variation in fundamental frequency and uses this information for trial-and-error 

learning.  Songbirds learned to produce the average of fundamental frequency 

trajectories that were associated with better reinforcement.  This learning rule 

accurately predicted learned changes in fundamental frequency trajectory on a 

timescale of milliseconds.  Such a capacity of the nervous system to exploit fine-grained 

behavioral variation for trial-and-error learning could support the acquisition of fine 

motor skills like human speech. 

Second, we found a surprising difference between the neural circuitry that 

generates exploratory variation and the neural circuitry that exploits such variation for 
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trial-and-error learning.  During training with differential reinforcement, we blocked the 

output of the AFP, a cortical-basal ganglia circuit that transmits exploratory variation 

and is necessary for song learning.  This prevented the AFP from transmitting 

exploratory variation and prevented learning during training; nevertheless, robust and 

precise learning appeared immediately when we unblocked AFP output following 

training.  Moreover, inactivating a region within the AFP during training prevented 

learned changes to song both during and after training, confirming that the AFP is 

necessary for learning.  These results suggest that the AFP receives information about 

exploratory variation generated by other premotor regions (an 'efference copy'), 

exploits this information for learning, and implements the learned behavior.   

Together, our results indicate that cortical-basal ganglia circuits contribute to 

trial-and-error learning by associating reinforcement signals with exceptionally detailed 

information about exploratory variation generated throughout the brain.   
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Motor learning 

Motor learning allows organisms to successfully interact with their environment.  

A fundamental function of the nervous system is to produce behavior that optimizes 

current and future outcomes.  Although a few simple behaviors, such as reflexes, are 

innate, the dynamic and unpredictable nature of the environment necessitates an 

ongoing process of motor learning1.  The nervous system must adapt its motor skills in 

response to external changes in its surroundings as well as internal changes to the body 

due to growth, fatigue, disease, or aging2-3.  Thus a lifelong process of practice and 

motor learning allows the nervous system to generate a behavioral repertoire that is 

tailored to the body and external environment.  

Through motor learning, we gain the ability to skillfully produce individual 

behavioral elements and also arrange these elements into appropriate sequences.  For 

example, human speech contains diverse syllables, each with a unique and complex 

learned acoustic structure, that are arranged into meaningful words and sentences.  

When we learn a new accent or accentuate a particular syllable, we must adjust the 

fine-grained structure of individual syllables.  When we expand our vocabulary, we must 

learn a new arrangement of syllables.   

This thesis investigates learning to modify the fine-grained structure of individual 

behavioral elements.  For learning an accent, this involves adjusting the fundamental 

frequency trajectory within individual syllables.  For learning how to throw a baseball 

with an injured wrist, this involves changing the trajectories of the elbow and shoulder.  
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Even in a static environment, the problem of controlling such dynamic behavioral 

trajectories is highly challenging; our body contains hundreds of muscles that have non-

linear interactions in behavioral production1-4.  Indeed, an extended process of practice 

and training is required for the gradual accumulation of information that is necessary to 

learn complex skills like articulating speech, throwing a baseball, driving a car, or 

performing a musical instrument5.   

Motor learning by trial-and-error 

Trial-and-error learning is a powerful mechanism that the brain uses to improve 

behavior through practice.  Trial-and-error learning involves generating variation in 

behavior, assessing the consequences (e.g. reinforcement signals) that follow each 

behavioral variant, and adjusting the motor program to select behavioral variants that 

were followed by better consequences.  The rules of this learning process were 

identified by behavioral psychologists in the early twentieth century and formalized by 

computer scientists in the later twentieth century.  Recently, neuroscientists have 

attempted to map these rules onto the nervous system. 

Behavioral psychologists described many of the principles of trial-and-error 

learning, which they referred to as 'operant conditioning' or 'instrumental conditioning'.  

The central principle of trial-and-error learning is encapsulated in Edward Thorndike’s 

'Law of Effect', which states that actions followed by satisfying outcomes become more 

likely whereas actions followed by annoying outcomes become less likely6.  B.F. Skinner 

extended and refined this theory, demonstrating how specific schedules of 
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reinforcement and punishment dramatically and predictably shape many aspects of 

behavior7.   

More recently, the field of reinforcement learning (RL) has emerged to 

investigate how the basic principles of operant conditioning observed in animals could 

be formalized, implemented, and adjusted to allow optimal learning in artificial 

intelligence systems such as robots8.  This field has progressed rapidly and has led to a 

tremendous body of work (RL theory) describing the computational rules and 

architectures that efficiently implement RL.  RL theory has formalized several important 

concepts, including (1) generation of 'exploratory variation' in behavioral output, (2) a 

short-term memory mechanism or 'eligibility trace' to recall which exploratory variants 

the agent recently generated, and (3) a 'temporal difference' calculation signaling 

reinforcement (or punishment) that is unexpected and thus may have resulted from 

recent behavior8. 

Much like behavioral results initially inspired RL, RL theory has motivated models 

of how the nervous system accomplishes motor learning.  Based largely on evidence 

that dopamine neurons appear to encode a temporal difference signal, there has been 

widespread speculation that dopamine neurons provide reinforcement signals that are 

used for RL in the nervous system9-12.  A particularly influential model has emerged that 

the striatum, a nucleus in the basal ganglia, keep tracks of recent actions (i.e. 

exploratory variation), dopamine neurons send reinforcement signals to the striatum, 

and striatal plasticity mechanisms enhance the likelihood of recent actions that were 

associated with bursts of dopamine11-12.  While considerable empirical evidence has 
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confirmed that dopamine neurons send reinforcement signals to the striatum10-11 and 

striatal plasticity is involved in motor learning13, it remains largely unclear how the 

striatum in particular (and the nervous system in general) keeps track of recent 

exploratory variation.  

Investigating exploratory variation in the nervous system 

This thesis addresses how the nervous system keeps track of exploratory 

variation and uses it for RL.   First, we investigate the extent to which the nervous 

system keeps track of fine-grained exploratory variation in the structure of individual 

actions (i.e. behavioral elements).  Second, we address the sources of exploratory 

variation that can be exploited by basal ganglia circuits for RL. 

Previous research in neuroscience has largely focused on the role of RL in 

learning to select the appropriate action or performing an appropriate sequence of 

actions, whereas learning the fine-grained structure of individual behavioral elements 

has been attributed to model-based supervised learning mechanisms in the 

cerebellum14-18.  This dichotomy may be partially due to the longstanding misconception 

that fine-grained variation in the structure of individual behavioral elements was noise 

generated by the peripheral musculoskeletal apparatus as opposed to exploratory 

variation in the motor commands generated by the brain.  Whereas it has long been 

appreciated that widespread differences in premotor activity accompany differences in 

the action currently being performed19, it has only recently been demonstrated that 

small differences in premotor activity account for much of the fine-scale variation in the 

structure of individual behavioral elements20-22.  Moreover, stimulation of premotor 
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neurons elicits subtle fluctuations in behavior on a timescale of 10-20ms23-24, meaning 

that reinforcing active premotor neurons could potentially yield similarly subtle learned 

changes to behavior.  These results raise the possibility that reinforcement learning 

might be an effective strategy for learning the fine-grained structure of individual 

behavioral elements.   

Influential models have proposed that basal ganglia circuits only learn from the 

consequences of exploratory variation that they generate11-12.  Such models were 

inspired by the actor-critic architecture from RL theory, which proposes that an 'actor' 

module generates exploratory variation, keeps track of the variant that it recently 

produced, and makes that variant more or less likely depending on how much 

reinforcement it receives from a separate 'critic' module8.  Since the firing pattern of 

dopamine neurons closely resembles the output of the critic9-10, and the striatum (a 

basal ganglia nucleus) receives widespread projections from dopamine neurons, it has 

long been assumed that the striatum fills the role of actor11-12.  However, it remains 

unclear if variation generated by the striatum is actually necessary for basal ganglia-

dependent motor learning, as predicted by the actor-critic model.  An alternative, yet 

untested possibility is that basal ganglia circuits receive information about exploratory 

variation generated by other premotor regions and learn based on the consequences of 

that variation.   

Trial-and-error learning in birdsong 

We studied trial-and-error learning in adult Bengalese finch song.  In adulthood, 

Bengalese finches produce a complex song that they learned over the course of 
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development.  Adult song consists of a sequence of 50-100ms syllables, each with a 

characteristic and highly stereotyped acoustic structure.  Despite this stereotypy, there 

remains subtle acoustic variation; the coefficient of variation of fundamental frequency 

is typically 1-2%25.  This variation can be reinforced to elicit trial-and-error modification 

of adult song.  An automated system tracks song in real time and detects when the bird 

is singing a particular ('targeted') syllable based on the characteristic acoustic structure 

of that syllable25.  Upon recognizing the targeted syllable, the automated system 

calculates fundamental frequency and immediately delivers aversive reinforcement 

signals, 50-80ms bursts of white noise, contingent on exploratory variation in the mean 

fundamental frequency performance of the targeted syllable25.  Such differential 

reinforcement results in gradual changes to the mean fundamental frequency of the 

targeted syllable that reduce the likelihood of aversive reinforcement.  Thus applying 

aversive reinforcement to renditions of the targeted syllable with low fundamental 

frequency elicits increases in fundamental frequency whereas applying aversive 

reinforcement to renditions with high fundamental frequency elicits decreases in 

fundamental frequency.  This learning develops within a single day, corresponding to 

several hundred renditions, or practice trials, of the targeted syllable25.  In Chapter 2, we 

investigated the computational rules underlying this learning process.  We specifically 

tested the hypothesis that subtle, rapid timescale fluctuations in the trajectory of 

fundamental frequency constitute exploratory variation that the nervous system 

monitors and exploits for trial-and-error learning.   

Neural circuitry involved in song learning 
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The circuitry involved in song production and learning is especially amenable for 

experimental investigation because it consists of several interconnected but 

anatomically distinct nuclei that form a specialized 'song system' (Figure 1).  Song 

production is primarily mediated by a cortical motor pathway, whereas song learning 

also requires a separate cortical-basal ganglia circuit, the anterior forebrain pathway 

(AFP)26.  The motor pathway contains nucleus HVC, which is analogous to mammalian 

premotor cortex and projects to nucleus RA, analogous to primary motor cortex.  The 

AFP includes three nuclei: Area X, DLM, and LMAN.  Area X contains cell types present in 

the mammalian striatum and pallidum and receives dense innervation by dopaminergic 

neurons in the VTA and SNc.  The motor pathway interacts with the AFP via projections 

from HVC to Area X and by a weaker projection from RA to DLM.  The AFP interacts with 

the motor pathway via a projection from LMAN to RA.   

The AFP plays an important role in song plasticity.  Lesions of LMAN prevent the 

normal process whereby juvenile birds learn to imitate the song of an adult bird in their 

vicinity (a 'tutor')27.  Similarly, lesions of LMAN in adult songbirds prevent the 

degradation of song that normally occurs after disrupting the auditory or motor 

apparatus28-29.  Moreover, inactivating AFP output eliminates the expression of recent 

reinforcement-driven learning in adult songbirds30-31.  Thus plasticity within the AFP may 

be generally required for song learning and modification. 

The AFP also contributes variation in acoustic structure.  Inactivations or lesions 

of LMAN reduce variation in the fundamental frequency of individual syllables31-33.  

Intriguingly, during courtship, the pattern of activity in the AFP changes dramatically34-
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35, and the contributions of the AFP to fundamental frequency variation are eliminated 

or at least largely reduced36-37.  This is consistent with the idea that there is a practice 

state, when birds sing alone and the AFP provides exploratory variation, and a 

performance state, when birds sing to females and the AFP does not provide variation32.  

Influential models have proposed that exploratory variation generated by the AFP is 

necessary for RL-based song learning38-40.   

A simple actor-critic model can explain the role of the AFP in generating variation 

and learning40.  According to this model, the AFP generates all exploratory variation that 

can be used for RL and is also the locus of plasticity where this exploratory variation is 

associated with reinforcement to guide RL.  This model fits into the class of actor-critic 

models of RL8,11-12, with the AFP as actor and dopaminergic neurons as critic.  While this 

model is consistent with previously collected data, several fundamental propositions of 

this model remain untested.  First, it remains unclear whether activity in the AFP during 

training is necessary for learning.  Second, it is not known whether exploratory variation 

generated by the AFP is necessary for learning.  In Chapter 3, we test these propositions. 
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LMAN

Figure 1: Neural circuitry for song production and learning

Song

Motor pathway 
Anterior forebrain pathway (AFP)

The motor pathway, essential for song production, contains cortical nuclei HVC and RA.  The anterior 
forebrain pathway, essential for song plasticity but not song production, contains striatopallidal nucleus 
Area X, thalamic nucleus DLM, and cortical nucleus LMAN.
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Chapter 2: Learning the microstructure of successful behavior  

This chapter was previously published as an article in Nature Neuroscience:  

Charlesworth, J.D., Tumer, E.C., Warren, T.L. & Brainard, M.S. Learning the 

microstructure of successful behavior. Nat. Neurosci. 14, 373-380 (2011).  
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Abstract 

Reinforcement signals indicating success or failure are known to alter the probability of 

selecting between distinct actions.  However, successful performance of many motor 

skills, such as speech articulation, also requires learning behavioral trajectories that vary 

continuously over time.  Here, we investigated how temporally discrete reinforcement 

signals shape a continuous behavioral trajectory, the fundamental frequency of adult 

Bengalese finch song.  We provided reinforcement contingent on fundamental 

frequency performance only at one point in song.  Learned changes to fundamental 

frequency were maximal at this point, but also extended both earlier and later in the 

fundamental frequency trajectory.  A simple principle predicted the detailed structure of 

learning; birds learn to produce the average of the behavioral trajectories associated 

with successful outcomes.  This learning rule accurately predicts the structure of 

learning at a millisecond time scale, demonstrating that the nervous system records 

fine-grained details of successful behavior and uses this information to guide learning. 

 

Introduction 

Much prior research has focused on how reinforcement alters the probability of 

discrete actions, such as pressing one lever instead of another6-7,41.  In contrast, it 

remains unclear how reinforcement shapes the continuous trajectories of natural 

behaviors.  This question is nevertheless central to understanding the role of 

reinforcement in learning, since behavioral success requires not only selecting 

appropriate actions but also controlling the detailed musculoskeletal trajectories that 
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allow us to accomplish those actions.  Consider for example a baseball pitcher 

attempting to strike out opposing batters.  At a level of action selection, the pitcher 

must choose whether to throw a fastball or a curveball.  In this context, reinforcement is 

known to increase the probability of selecting actions that result in more successful 

outcomes; the pitcher will throw more fastballs than curveballs if doing so results in 

more strikes.  At a more detailed level, the placement and movement of the ball will 

depend on the continuous trajectory of the pitcher's hands, arms and legs.  Qualitative 

analysis has suggested that reinforcement can influence such behavioral trajectories7,42; 

the pitcher may modify the complex dynamics of his motion to favor trajectories that 

result in more strikes.  However, the specific principles by which reinforcement shapes 

such continuous behavioral trajectories remain unclear.  

In this study we characterized how temporally discrete reinforcement shapes a 

continuous trajectory of behavior on a millisecond time scale, near the temporal limits 

of neural control21,23-24.  We investigated the extent to which reinforcement that is 

contingent on behavior at a specific, discrete time, and thus causally related to behavior 

only at that time, influences the surrounding behavioral trajectory.  We hypothesized 

that the nervous system records the structure of behavioral trajectories correlated with 

reinforcement and learns to adopt this structure into subsequent behavioral 

trajectories.  This hypothesis predicts that learning will incorporate aspects of 

behavioral trajectories that were not causally linked to reinforcement but occurred by 

chance on reinforced trials.  To test this hypothesis, we quantified reinforcement-driven 

learning in the trajectory of fundamental frequency for adult Bengalese finch song, a 
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learned vocalization containing a sequence of multiple syllables each ~30–100ms in 

duration.  Song is highly stereotyped in the absence of external perturbations and can 

be monitored with exceptional temporal resolution, allowing precise control of 

experimentally imposed reinforcement and fine-grained analysis of learning25,43-50. 

Bengalese finches can learn to modify the mean fundamental frequency of 

individual syllables in response to aversive reinforcement that is contingent on syllable-

by-syllable variation in fundamental frequency25.  The mean fundamental frequency of a 

specific syllable is highly stereotyped in the absence of external perturbations, yet 

exhibits subtle variation (coefficient of variation of 1–2%) that can be used for learning 

in the presence of reinforcement signals.  Previous reports demonstrate that applying 

aversive reinforcement signals (~50ms bursts of white noise) contingent on variation in 

the fundamental frequency of a targeted syllable elicits rapid adaptive changes in the 

mean fundamental frequency of that syllable25,30.  These reports monitored a single 

value of fundamental frequency for each syllable rendition to determine whether 

aversive reinforcement would be applied to that syllable and to quantify learned 

changes to fundamental frequency25,30. 

 To study learning in a more detailed fashion, we provided birds with discrete 

reinforcement that was contingent on performance at precisely timed points within 

individual syllables, and measured the microstructure of learning, the learned change in 

the continuous trajectory of fundamental frequency at a millisecond time scale.  We 

found that a simple rule accurately predicted the microstructure of learning: birds 

learned to produce the average of the fundamental frequency trajectories that 
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successfully escaped aversive reinforcement.  These results indicate that the structure 

of temporal correlations in behavior can shape learning at a millisecond time scale and 

provide a simple account for the structure of learned behavior that develops in 

response to discrete reinforcement. 

 

Results 

We hypothesized that temporal correlations in the structure of successful 

behavioral variation determine the structure of learning.  If so, it should be possible to 

predict the detailed structure of learning from the pattern of behavioral variation that 

avoids aversive reinforcement.  To test this principle, we conducted four sets of 

experiments that delivered aversive reinforcement to distinct subsets of behavioral 

variation.    

Precise reinforcement yields temporally specific learning 

First, we elicited learning using reinforcement signals contingent on fundamental 

frequency at a single, precise time in specifically targeted syllables of adult Bengalese 

finch song.  We quantified learning by measuring the temporal trajectory of 

fundamental frequency for each rendition of the targeted syllable.  To deliver 

reinforcement with millisecond precision, we developed software that recognized a 

specific time in a targeted syllable of adult Bengalese finch song (the "contingency 

time", Figure 2a, blue arrows) and triggered a burst of white noise (aversive 

reinforcement) contingent on fundamental frequency performance at that time (e.g. 

Figure 2a, point A2).  Relative to syllable onset, the median standard deviation of the 
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contingency time was 7.9ms in syllables with 50ms mean duration (see Methods).  

Consistent with previous work25, selective delivery of aversive reinforcement to low 

fundamental frequency variants elicited adaptive increases in mean fundamental 

frequency at the contingency time (Figure 2b), whereas delivery to high fundamental 

frequency variants induced decreases in fundamental frequency.  In a given experiment, 

feedback was contingent on fundamental frequency at a specific time in one syllable of 

one bird's song and was designed to drive either upward or downward learning (n=28 

experiments for 23 syllables in 21 birds).  To simplify presentation, we have plotted data 

so that the adaptive direction is always upwards.   

Qualitatively, reinforcement contingent on fundamental frequency at a single 

time drove conspicuous changes in the shape of the fundamental frequency trajectory 

for targeted syllables.  Syllables are categorized as 'flat harmonic stacks' if the 

fundamental frequency remains relatively constant and as 'frequency modulated 

sweeps' if the fundamental frequency systematically falls (or rises) over the duration of 

the syllable.  For flat harmonic stacks, reinforcement of higher (or lower) fundamental 

frequency variants did not simply shift the fundamental frequency of the entire syllable 

upwards or downwards.  Rather, changes in fundamental frequency were most 

pronounced around the contingency time.  In extreme cases, this could convert a flat 

harmonic stack into a syllable better described as a frequency modulated sweep (Figure 

3).  Such qualitative changes in response to temporally precise reinforcement suggest 

that learning does not simply reflect the adjustment of a single parameter (i.e. the mean 

fundamental frequency) for the entire syllable.  Correspondingly, this observation raises 
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the question of what principle guides the structure of learned changes to the 

fundamental frequency trajectory. 

To investigate the detailed structure of learning, we quantified fundamental 

frequency trajectories with millisecond resolution (Figure 2c) using a short-time Fourier 

transform51 (see Methods).  The learned trajectory (the microstructure of learning) was 

defined as the change in the fundamental frequency trajectory over a block of 

reinforcement trials.  To assess relative differences in the trajectory of learning around 

the time of reinforcement, learned trajectories for each experiment were normalized to 

maximal learning in each experiment.  

This quantification of learning confirmed that maximal learning was localized at 

the contingency time.  We investigated this phenomenon by performing three 

experiments in a single syllable, each with a different contingency time.  After each 

experiment, we allowed fundamental frequency to recover back to its original value 

before the next experiment.  Varying the contingency time in this fashion elicited 

distinct patterns of learning, but in each experiment, learning was maximal near the 

contingency time (Figure 2d).  Similarly, across experiments (n=28) there was a strong 

linear relationship between the contingency time and the time of maximal learning 

(r=0.76, p<0.0001, permutation test; slope of linear fit=0.92), and the mean learned 

trajectory (Figure 2e, black trace) peaked within 2ms of the contingency time.  These 

results suggest that the avian nervous system has temporally precise and accurate 

mechanisms both for encoding the timing of reinforcement and for directing learning.  
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 Though maximal learning was accurately localized to the contingency time, the 

temporal extent of learning was broader than necessary to escape aversive 

reinforcement.  In principle, successful escape could have been accomplished by 

changing only the part of the syllable monitored by the feedback delivery software, 

immediately surrounding the contingency time (Figure 2e, gray dashed lines).  Instead, 

learning spanned the entire targeted syllable (Figure 2e, black trace), decaying gradually 

on either side of the contingency time (10–15% per 10ms).  The observed structure of 

learning might reflect a fundamental time scale of premotor neural coding or result 

from peripheral musculoskeletal constraints.  We considered an alternative possibility, 

that the structure of learning could be explained by the specific pattern of reinforced 

variation. 

The structure of successful variation predicts learning 

We evaluated the following simple model of learning: learn to produce the 

average of successful behavioral variants.  For each experiment, the predictions of this 

model were calculated by computing the average of baseline fundamental frequency 

trajectories that avoid aversive reinforcement in an experimental simulation.  We 

performed a simulation on baseline patterns of variation, as opposed to using the actual 

trials that the bird experienced during learning, to avoid the bias of including any of the 

actual structure of learning in the predictions. To simulate learning, we first normalized 

baseline fundamental frequency trajectories to yield residual trajectories expressed as 

percent deviations from the mean (Figure 4a).  Next, we simulated which of these 

trajectories would escape aversive reinforcement (Figure 4b, red traces) given the 
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contingency time and threshold for escaping reinforcement (see Methods).  Our model 

predicts that the learned trajectory is the average of the trajectories that escape (i.e. the 

average of the red traces in Figure 4b); we evaluated the model by comparing this 

predicted trajectory (Figure 4c, red trace) to the actual learned trajectory (Figure 4c, 

black trace). 

The model accurately predicted learning.  We compared the average prediction 

of learning for all experiments (n=28) to the average of actual learning for these 

experiments: the predicted trajectory of learning resided almost entirely within one 

standard error of the actual learned trajectory (Figure 4d).  Moreover, the, coefficient of 

determination (r2) between the predicted and actual learned trajectories was 0.94, 

meaning that 94% of the observed structure of learning was accounted for by the 

model.   

These results demonstrate a correspondence between reinforced variation and 

learning on a millisecond time scale.  One explanation is that the observed data reflect a 

fundamental time scale of song production and learning, implying that different 

patterns of learning are not possible.  Such a fundamental time scale might arise from 

properties of premotor neural coding or by peripheral musculoskeletal constraints.  In 

contrast, our model proposes that the pattern of learning in a given experiment does 

not reflect a fundamental limitation, but instead arises from the specific pattern of 

reinforced variation in that experiment.  This model predicts that a more complex 

reinforcement contingency should elicit a distinct pattern of learning. 

Dual contingency reinforcement yields predictable learning  
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To test the generality of our model, we performed a second set of experiments 

with a more complex reinforcement contingency.  Whereas the first set of experiments 

required fundamental frequency to be above a threshold at one contingency time 

(single contingency experiments), this second set of experiments (dual contingency 

experiments) required fundamental frequency to be below a threshold at one 

contingency time (time A) and above a different threshold at a second contingency time 

24ms later within the same syllable (time B, Figure 5a).  In both single and dual 

contingency experiments, a single aversive reinforcement signal was delivered at a 

specific time (Figure 5a, time B).  Thus if the nervous system only takes into account 

behavior at the time of reinforcement delivery, then learning should be similar in both 

experimental conditions.  In contrast, if the nervous system learns the detailed 

trajectory of successful variation across the entire syllable, then learning in the dual 

contingency experiments should be downwards at the first contingency time and 

upwards at the second contingency time. 

In dual contingency experiments, birds learned to shift fundamental frequency 

down at the beginning of the targeted syllable while shifting fundamental frequency up 

at the end of that syllable.  We performed single and dual contingency experiments in a 

single syllable with feedback delivery at the same time (Figure 5b–c).  The learned 

change in the single contingency experiment was positive throughout the syllable, 

whereas the learned change in the dual contingency experiment was positive near 

contingency time B but negative earlier in the syllable.  On average, learning in 

fundamental frequency in dual contingency experiments changed sign in this fashion 
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14.6ms before feedback delivery, whereas learning in single contingency experiments 

did not change sign across the entire targeted syllable (Figure 5d).  These results 

demonstrate that the learned trajectory in single contingency experiments does not 

represent a hard limit on the temporal specificity of learning; reinforcing a distinct 

subset of behavioral variants in dual contingency experiments results in more 

temporally specific learning. 

The high temporal specificity of learning in dual contingency experiments was 

well predicted by the average of the fundamental frequency trajectories expected to 

escape aversive reinforcement (Figure 5e).  The coefficient of determination (r2) 

between the average predicted and actual learning trajectories was 0.98.  These results 

further support the model that the structure of successful variation predicts learning at 

a fine-grained level.  Moreover, results of the dual contingency experiments 

demonstrate that temporally sparse reinforcement is sufficient to elicit complex 

changes in behavioral trajectories. 

The specific reinforcement history determines learning 

The results of the single and dual contingency experiments suggest a 

correspondence between the average structure of variation that meets a fixed criterion 

and the average structure of learning when that variation is reinforced.  To evaluate in a 

more detailed fashion whether the nervous system learns the average of successful 

behavioral trajectories, we tested whether learning in a given experiment could be 

predicted by the specific history of reinforced behavioral trajectories in that experiment.  

We performed a third set of experiments in which one aspect of the reinforcement 
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contingency was fixed and instructive, but in which there was an additional stochastic 

element of the reinforcement contingency.  Aversive reinforcement was applied not 

only to all fundamental frequency trajectories that failed to pass above a fixed threshold 

at the contingency time, as in single contingency experiments, but was also delivered to 

a random subset (50%) of the trajectories that did pass above the threshold (see 

Methods).  These stochastic contingency experiments enabled us to test whether 

learning is better predicted by the trajectories passing above the threshold that escaped 

aversive reinforcement (random escapes) than by the trajectories passing above the 

threshold that received aversive reinforcement (random hits). 

  The learned trajectory was predicted more accurately by the average of random 

escapes than by the average of random hits (Figure 6a).  Prediction error was quantified 

as mean distance between predicted and actual learned frequency trajectories: 

D=mean(abs(actual–predicted)).  Consistent with a model in which the specific history of 

reinforcement determines learning, prediction error was significantly smaller for the 

average of random escapes than for the average of random hits (p=0.03, Wilcoxon 

signed-rank test, n=6, Figure 6b).  Likewise, the average of random escapes was more 

correlated with the structure of actual learning (p=0.03, Wilcoxon signed-rank test, n=6).   

  Qualitatively, the predicted trajectories of learning in these experiments 

appeared to capture rapid timescale fluctuations in the actual trajectories of learning on 

a timescale of 5–10ms (Figure 6a).  Consistent with this observation, we found that 

predictions of learning were significantly poorer (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p<0.05) 

when fundamental frequency fluctuations faster than ~12ms were filtered out of both 
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the actual learned trajectory and the trajectories of the random escapes that constitute 

the prediction (Figure 6c; see Methods).  Across all experiments, prediction error 

increased as the timescale of the smoothing filter increased (Figure 6d).  Moreover, 

after smoothing, the prediction errors for the average of random hits and the average of 

random escapes were statistically indistinguishable.  These results indicate that rapid 

fluctuations in fundamental frequency trajectories on a timescale of 12ms contribute to 

learning. 

In principle, the prediction quality in single and dual contingency experiments 

could have resulted from a mixture of soft constraints that impose smoothness 

limitations on the structure of behavior and learning52, even in the absence of a specific 

relationship between successful behavioral performance and learning.  In contrast, the 

results of the stochastic contingency experiments demonstrate that the nervous system 

records the specific history of reinforcement and the structure of rapid timescale 

behavioral fluctuations and uses this information to guide learning.  

Syllable-specific variation predicts learning    

If the average structure of successful behavior indeed determines the structure 

of learning, then syllables with different patterns of fundamental frequency variation 

should exhibit different learning.  Here, we found that some syllables exhibited slower 

fundamental frequency fluctuations than others (Figure 7a-b) and we took advantage of 

this to test whether these natural differences in variation predict differences in learning. 

Differences in the structure of fundamental frequency variation predicted 

differences in the structure of learning.  For example, learning in syllables with faster 
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fundamental frequency fluctuations (Figure 7c, dashed green lines) was more 

temporally specific than learning in syllables with slower fluctuations (Figure 7c, solid 

gray lines).  For each experiment, we compared predictions of learning using the natural 

pattern of variation for the targeted syllable ("syllable-specific") or using the patterns of 

variation for syllables in all other experiments ("general"). The prediction error was 

significantly lower when syllable-specific variability was used (p=0.012, Wilcoxon signed-

rank test, n=28, Figure 7d).  These results show that syllable-specific differences in 

natural variation predict differences in learning, further demonstrating that the nervous 

system keeps track of the detailed structure of successful variation and uses it to guide 

learning. 

The range of variation constrains learning 

In a fourth set of experiments, we asked if the range of natural behavioral 

variation constrains learning from reinforcement.  If the natural pattern of behavioral 

variation constrains learning, and all behavioral variants are paired with unfavorable 

outcomes, then the pattern of behavioral variation should remain constant and there 

should be no behavioral changes.  Alternatively, the range of variation might expand to 

enable discovery of more favorable outcomes.  Indeed, a previous study suggested that 

disruptive feedback persistently delivered to an individual syllable might drive increased 

variability in syllable structure53. 

 To determine whether the natural range of variation constrains learning, we 

recorded baseline song ("baseline period") and then delivered white noise to each 

syllable with fundamental frequency that fell within the baseline range of variation 
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("100% period").   Hence, during the 100% period, the bird could only receive an 

instructive learning signal (an escape) if he increased or changed the range of 

fundamental frequency variation.  After the 100% period, which lasted a minimum of 

four days, an instructive period was used as a positive control for the bird's ability to 

learn.  During the instructive period, white noise was delivered to the lowest (or 

highest) ninety percent of fundamental frequency performances. 

 Fundamental frequency performance was stable throughout the 100% period, 

whereas rapid and robust learning occurred during the instructive period (Figure 8a, 

n=5).  Furthermore, we found no evidence for an increase in trial-by-trial (Figure 8b) or 

day-to-day (Figure 8c) fundamental frequency variation during the 100% period.  In 

summary, we saw no change in behavior when all variants of the behavior were 

unsuccessful.  Our results demonstrate that the natural pattern of behavioral variation 

constrains learning in the presence of a fixed reinforcement contingency. 

 

Discussion 

We found that the detailed structure of learning in response to reinforcement is 

predicted by the average of successful behavioral trajectories.  In the first two sets of 

experiments, reinforcement delivery was contingent on the fundamental frequency 

trajectory of Bengalese finch song at one (Figures 2 & 7) or two (Figure 5) specific times 

in a 30–100ms long syllable.  Although these experiments reinforced fundamental 

frequency trajectories with distinct temporal structure, in each case learning matched 

the average of successful trajectories.  The third set of experiments revealed that 
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learning matches the detailed history of successful behavioral trajectories even when 

the reinforcement contingency is partially stochastic (Figure 6).  The accuracy of these 

predictions at a millisecond time scale indicates that the nervous system has temporally 

precise mechanisms for tracking the trajectory of movements, encoding reinforcement, 

and directing learning.  The fourth set of experiments demonstrates that learning does 

not occur when all behavioral trajectories are unsuccessful (Figure 8).  Together, these 

results indicate that the temporal structure of successful behavioral trajectories 

determines the pattern of learning.  Thus, learning is structured by the temporal 

correlations present in natural behavioral variation.  

 This correlational learning rule implies that discrete reinforcement signals and 

simple averaging computations are sufficient to allow complex changes in behavioral 

trajectories.  Moreover, this rule highlights the importance of behavioral variation as a 

substrate for learning.  In birdsong, multiple time scales of variation are present in the 

temporal trajectories of fundamental frequency for individual syllables, allowing the 

same discrete reinforcement signal to elicit different patterns of learning in single 

(Figures 2 & 6) and dual (Figure 5) contingency experiments.  From a broader 

perspective, our results indicate that the temporal structure of behavioral variation 

determines the shape of learned movement trajectories.  Thus, fast time scales of 

variation allow temporally specific learning, whereas slow time scales of behavioral 

variation enable temporally extended behavioral changes in response to sparse 

reinforcement.  Congruently, a transition towards faster time scales of variation as skill 

learning progresses would allow maintenance of gross behavioral parameters while 
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facilitating subtle adjustments.  Even in well-learned skills, however, diverse learning 

patterns could be highly adaptive, since skilled performance involves dynamics on a 

broad range of time scales54.  For these reasons, the production of complex behavioral 

variation on multiple time scales may facilitate diverse patterns of learning in response 

to reinforcement.   

 Learning the average of successful performances has two potentially sub-optimal 

consequences.  First, the capability for learning is limited by the natural pattern of 

variation.  In action selection, there is evidence that animals can transcend this 

limitation by expanding the natural range of variation to explore for better outcomes55.  

In our experiments, however, learning did not occur if all behaviors received aversive 

reinforcement (e.g. Figure 8).  Manifestations of this limit have inspired incremental 

shaping techniques that modify human and animal behavior in an iterative manner, by 

applying differential reinforcement to variation in the normal behavior, waiting for 

learning, and then applying reinforcement to variation in the learned behavior7,25,56-57.  

The second sub-optimal consequence is that learning will reflect all aspects of behavior 

that are correlated with reinforcement, even in the absence of a causal relationship.  

This consequence could explain the development of superstitious behavior, such as the 

tendency of pigeons to learn whatever movements they happen to perform 

immediately prior to the stochastic and intermittent appearance of food reward42.  Our 

single contingency experiments (Figure 2) illustrate this principle on a rapid timescale by 

demonstrating that learning is not restricted to the contingency time (when 

fundamental frequency is causally related to outcome), but extends across the entire 
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targeted syllable, in a manner accurately predicted by correlations in behavioral 

variation.  Moreover, the results of our stochastic contingency experiments (Figure 6) 

show that learning recapitulates the specific details of successful behavior, including the 

idiosyncrasies irrelevant to behavioral success.  

Although our results demonstrate that the nervous system uses millisecond time 

scale information about behavioral variation for learning, they do not specify the 

sources of this variation or the mechanisms that convey information about successful 

variation to the nervous system.  Variability is endemic to neural activity and behavioral 

performance, and a growing body of work has focused on the sources and 

consequences of such variation20,58-59.  In songbirds22,24,50,60-61 and mammals21,23,58,62-63, 

trial-by-trial behavioral variation on a millisecond time scale is likely to result from both 

variation in the motor plan within the central nervous system and variation in the 

execution of that plan by the peripheral musculature.  In principle, fine-grained variation 

from both central and peripheral sources could be reinforced.  Operant learning has 

been elicited by delivering reinforcement contingent on neural variation in premotor 

regions64-65 (reflecting central variation) or somatosensory regions66 (reflecting both 

central and peripheral variation).  In songbirds, basal ganglia circuitry contributes to 

song variation and has been proposed as a primary source of variation for 

reinforcement learning27,30,32-34,38-39,67-70.  While our results do not identify the source of 

reinforced variation, the accuracy of our predictions suggests that much of fine-grained 

variation is susceptible to reinforcement.  To learn from reinforcement, the nervous 

system must not only generate variable behavior but must also receive information 
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about behavioral performance and outcome.  Sensory feedback from auditory or 

proprioceptive channels might be sufficient to convey information about behavioral 

performance to the central nervous system.  Alternatively, the central nervous system 

might keep a record, or efference copy, of the motor commands used to generate 

behavior.  Although the relative contributions of these two mechanisms to learning 

remain unclear, our results (Figure 6) implicate a mechanism that accurately encodes 

information about behavioral performance on a timescale of 10ms or faster. 

 Both single and dual contingency experiments revealed an exceptional capability 

for temporal specificity.  Learning decayed significantly within tens of milliseconds 

before and after the contingency time.  This temporal specificity is higher than for 

adaptive learning in eyeblink responses71 and smooth pursuit eye movements72.  

Moreover, in our dual contingency experiments, the direction of learning in the 

trajectories of fundamental frequency changed sign from positive to negative within 

15ms of the second contingency time.  This result demonstrates that independent 

control over adjacent time points in a continuous behavior can be directed by sparse 

feedback signals acting on the complex correlational structure of behavioral variation.  

This temporal specificity presumably requires precise patterns of premotor neural 

activity and precisely controllable musculature, both of which have been reported in 

songbirds22,24,50,60-61,73.  Similarly precise mechanisms in humans may enable learning of 

the rapid acoustic modulations that confer meaning in spoken language and other 

precisely controlled movement trajectories74-75.    
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 Methods 

Animal Care 

Adult (> 100 day old) Bengalese finches were bred in our colony and housed with their 

parents until at least 60 days of age.  During experiments, birds were isolated and 

housed individually in sound-attenuating chambers (Acoustic Systems) with food and 

water provided ad libitum.  All song recordings were from undirected song (i.e. no 

female was present).  All procedures were performed in accordance with established 

protocols approved by the University of California, San Francisco Institutional Animal 

Care and Use Committee. 

Song acquisition and aversive reinforcement delivery 

For single contingency experiments, song acquisition and feedback delivery were 

performed using previously described LabView software (EvTaf)25.  EvTaf recognizes 

times in song when the spectral profile of song (measured in a 8ms window) matches a 

spectral template.  We designed our spectral templates to uniquely identify a specific 

time (contingency time) in a specific syllable of song based on the spectral profile of 

song at that time and in the preceding 0-200ms (thus incorporating contextual 

information).  This technique reduced the median standard deviation of the contingency 

time to 7.9ms; the remaining imprecision resulted from slight spectral differences 

between renditions of song and from the duration of the analysis window used to 

measure the spectral profile of song.  Upon recognition, EvTaf recorded the time and 

calculated the fundamental frequency (FF) during the previous 8ms of song.  If the FF 

met the escape criterion (i.e. above or below a threshold), then no disruptive feedback 
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was delivered. Otherwise, a 50–80ms burst of white noise was delivered starting <1ms 

after the contingency time.  The duration of white noise was constant for a given 

experiment.  The escape criterion was set so that approximately 30% of syllables would 

escape disruptive feedback.  In all experiments, birds adaptively changed the 

fundamental frequency of targeted syllables to avoid the white noise bursts.  To allow 

quantification of FF during learning, a randomly interleaved 10% of songs were allocated 

as catch trials and did not receive any white noise.   

For dual contingency experiments, EvTaf was modified to elicit a more complex 

learned trajectory.  The modified software (EvTaf2) first recognized a contingency time 

and calculated FF.  Then, instead of delivering differential feedback, EvTaf2 calculated 

the FF at a second contingency time 24ms later.  EvTaf2 delivered a burst of white noise 

starting <1ms after the second contingency time unless FF at both contingency times 

met escape criteria.  To elicit temporally specific acoustic changes, these criteria were 

set in opposite directions (e.g. to escape white noise the FF had to be below FF1 at 

contingency time 1 and above FF2 at contingency time 2).  Each of the escape criteria 

was set at approximately 60% so that the overall escape rate was similar to that in the 

single contingency experiments.   

Experiments in which reinforcement delivery was partially stochastic were 

conducted similarly to single contingency experiments, but with several critical 

differences.  When EvTaf detected that a syllable failed to meet the fixed escape 

criterion (i.e. above or below a set threshold), it delivered a burst of white noise on 

100% of trials, as in single contingency experiments.  However, when EvTaf detected a 
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syllable that met the fixed escape criterion, it delivered a burst of white noise on a 

random 50% of trials (as opposed to 0% in single contingency experiments).  To ensure a 

similar success rate as in single contingency experiments, the threshold was set lower, 

so that approximately 50% of syllables met the fixed criterion (and thus 25% of syllables 

successfully avoided white noise).  To allow reliable quantification of fundamental 

frequency performance for each rendition of the targeted syllable, we used white noise 

stimuli that were low-pass filtered at 5000Hz and measured fundamental frequency 

trajectories from the third harmonic (at approximately 7000Hz) for both trials that 

escaped and received white noise.  Since random differences between escapes and hits 

should diminish as sample size increases, we applied aversive reinforcement for a period 

of several hours (hundreds of trials) instead of several days (thousands of trials) as in 

previous experiments. 

For 100% white noise experiments, the experimental design was the same as in 

single contingency experiments, except that the escape criterion was set >5 standard 

deviations from the mean, so that the bird would have to expand its range of FF 

variation in order to receive an instructive signal.  Due to software limitations, a small 

percentage (<2%) of syllables in each experiment failed to receive white noise, but these 

escapes were not correlated with FF of the targeted syllable and thus did not provide an 

instructive signal for FF adaptation.  Of the five 100% white noise experiments, three 

included 10% catch trials and two did not include catch trials.  In the experiments 

without catch trials, FF was computed during the earliest portion of the syllable before 

white noise playback.  Results were statistically indistinguishable in experiments with 
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and without catch trials, thus data from these experiments were combined for analysis.  

After at least four days, the threshold was lowered from >5 standard deviations from 

the mean to 1 standard deviation from the mean and maintained for at least three days 

to confirm that the bird was capable of learning when given an instructive signal. 

Quantification of fundamental frequency variation and adaptation 

To quantify the natural pattern of FF variation, we calculated residual FF trajectories as 

percent deviation from a stationary baseline (pre-feedback) mean.  Stationary intervals 

typically lasted multiple hours and included hundreds of renditions of the targeted 

syllable. 

The structure of FF adaptation was defined as the difference between the mean 

of baseline frequency trajectories and the mean of the frequency trajectories after 

learning had reached an asymptote.  Asymptotic learning was defined as exceeding 

eighty percent of maximal adaptation in that experiment; analyses were robust to 

changes in this parameter.  

Precise spectrograms (frequency vs. time representations) were calculated using 

a Gaussian-windowed short-time Fourier transform (σ=1ms) sampled at 8kHz.  The 

duration of the Gaussian window was calibrated to the spectral sparseness of Bengalese 

finch harmonic stack notes using a previously developed technique51.  Syllables were 

aligned by their onsets, based on amplitude threshold crossings.  FF trajectories were 

computed by calculating the FF for each time bin in the spectrogram.  In a given time 

bin, FF was determined by calculating the average FF for each harmonic weighted by the 
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power in that harmonic.  FF for each harmonic was calculated by parabolic 

interpolation. 

To confirm the temporal resolution of this FF quantification algorithm, we 

generated artificial signals with a known FF trajectory and compared the estimated FF 

trajectories with the known signals.  We used the Matlab (Mathworks) function ‘vco’ to 

generate these signals.  Since we used a Gaussian filter with σ=1ms, we expected 

approximately millisecond-level resolution.  First, we generated signals with 

uncorrelated FF trajectories (white noise) and found that the FF quantification algorithm 

did not generate spurious slow FF modulations.  The FF trajectories generated from 

these signals exhibited a mean autocorrelational structure with a full-width at half-

maximum of 1–2ms, consistent with millisecond resolution.  Second, we generated 

signals with rapid FF transients and found that the FF quantification algorithm only 

slightly underestimated the magnitude of these transients.  Only FF transients with 

duration less than 5ms were substantially underestimated (5ms was underestimated by 

30%, 10ms was underestimated by <10%).  In principle, song could have contained FF 

transients with duration less than 5ms, such that we were missing important structure 

in the data.  To test this possibility, we estimated the duration of FF transients in our 

data set by calculating the power spectral density of all FF trajectories and correcting for 

the underestimation of rapid FF transients.  Even after this correction, rapid FF 

transients of duration 1–5ms accounted for less than one percent of all FF variation.  

Together, these results indicate that the FF trajectories used in this study faithfully 

represent the acoustic structure of song.   
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Predicting learning from the structure of variation 

We tested how well learning was predicted by the average of natural FF variants 

associated with relatively favorable outcomes (i.e. escape from disruptive feedback).  

For each experiment, we performed simulations to determine which baseline FF 

variants would escape disruptive feedback given the contingency time, adaptive 

direction, and threshold for escaping disruptive feedback (measured as the proportion 

of syllables that escaped, the "escape rate").  For single contingency experiments, the 

escape rate was approximately 30%.  For consistency, and to determine that differences 

in adaptation could be predicted from differences in reinforced behavioral variation (as 

opposed to differences in escape rate), the same threshold (highest or lowest 30%, 

depending in the adaptive direction) was used for analysis of all single contingency 

experiments.  Adjusting the simulated escape rate from 20–40% did not affect any of 

our conclusions.  For dual contingency experiments, the escape rate at each contingency 

was approximately 60%.  As with the single contingency experiments, a constant 

threshold (highest or lowest 60%, depending on the adaptive direction) was used for 

analysis, yet our conclusions were robust to varying the rate from 50–70%.  Due to 

temporal imprecision in online recognition of the targeted syllable, the contingency 

time varied slightly for different renditions of the same syllable in a given experiment 

(s.d. = 7.9 ms).  To account for this imprecision, each experiment was simulated for the 

entire distribution of contingency times.  The final prediction for a given experiment was 

the average of these simulations.   
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To determine whether rapid fluctuations in fundamental frequency contribute to 

the structure of learning, we smoothed fundamental frequency trajectories using a low-

pass filter and measured the resulting change in prediction error.  For the predictions of 

learning, the trajectories that randomly escaped were smoothed before the average 

was calculated.  We low-pass filtered the signals in Matlab using a Butterworth filter 

with cutoff frequency defined as the frequency at which the magnitude response of the 

filter is the square root of 0.5.  For this filter, a cutoff frequency of 83 Hz (12ms) reduces 

the power by >87% for fluctuations with a period of 10ms and reduces the power by 

<12% for fluctuations with a period of 15ms.   

Statistical analysis  

We used non-parametric tests for all statistical analysis.  To assess the statistical 

significance of differences between paired data in two distinct conditions, we used the 

Wilcoxon signed-rank test.  We used permutation tests to assess the statistical 

significance of linear relationships.   
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Figure 2: The microstructure of learning from precisely timed reinforcement

 a. For each rendition of targeted syllable "A" (e.g. A1 and A2), a burst of white noise (aversive reinforcement) was 
delivered with minimal delay (<1ms) unless fundamental frequency was higher than a threshold value at the 
contingency time (blue arrows).  Thus, A1 escapes while A2 receives aversive reinforcement.  The duration of 
white noise (50–80ms) was constant in a given experiment. b. Adaptive change in fundamental frequency (FF) 
following contingent aversive reinforcement.  Post-reinforcement FF was measured after learning has reached 
asymptote (see Methods).  c. Syllable A before (Pre) and after (Post) reinforcement based on fundamental 
frequency at the contingency time shown by blue arrowheads.  An enlarged view of the first harmonic shows 
temporally precise representations of mean FF (blue traces) and reveals an upward change in FF around the 
contingency time. The temporal structure of learning was quantified by dividing mean FF performance after 
reinforcement by mean FF performance before reinforcement and normalizing by maximal change in the 
adaptive direction.  d. Learning for three experiments in one syllable with distinct contingency times.  e. Mean 
learning (thick black line) and learning for individual experiments (thin colored lines) aligned to the contingency 
time (blue arrowhead) for each experiment (n=28).  In principle, consistent escape of aversive feedback could 
have been achieved by changing fundamental frequency only within the range of contingency times (between 
gray dashed lines), but actual learning extended well beyond this temporal window.
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Figure 3: Temporally precise reinforcement can elicit qualitative changes in 
targeted syllables 

a. Syllables are categorized as 'flat harmonic stacks' if the fundamental frequency remains relatively constant 
over the duration of the syllable and as 'frequency modulated sweeps' or 'fm sweeps' if the fundamental 
frequency systematically falls (or rises) over the duration of the syllable.  To determine if reinforcement could 
change a flat harmonic stack into a frequency modulated sweep, we applied temporally precise reinforcement to 
two syllables which exhibited fairly constant fundamental frequency at baseline (Pre).  For both experiments, the 
contingency time was near the beginning of the syllable, as shown by the blue arrowheads.  Performances of 
syllable A with high fundamental frequency at the contingency time escaped aversive reinforcement, whereas 
performances of syllable B with low fundamental frequency at the contingency time escaped aversive 
reinforcement.  The threshold for escaping aversive reinforcement was incrementally raised for syllable A and 
incrementally lowered for syllable B to elicit large changes in syllable structure.  Both syllables showed 
qualitative changes in syllable structure, exhibiting a pronounced downward (syllable B) or upward (syllable A) 
slope of fundamental frequency after learning (Post).  The slope of fundamental frequency in syllable A changed 
from +27Hz per 50ms to -724Hz per 50ms and the slope in syllable B changed from +47Hz per 50ms to +416Hz 
per 50ms.  b. Enlarged views of the first harmonic of syllable A and B before and after reinforcement.
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Figure 4: The microstructure of successful variation predicts learning 

a. To describe the natural pattern of FF variation, we calculated temporally precise representations of FF 
for baseline performances of the targeted syllable.  The left panel shows the mean spectrogram of this 
syllable at baseline.  In the middle panel, temporally precise FF representations (black traces) are overlaid 
on spectrograms of the first harmonic for two baseline performances of the syllable.  The right panel 
depicts temporally precise FF representations for 50 baseline performances, expressed as percent 
deviations from the mean.  b. We predicted learning from the baseline structure of FF variation by 
computing the average of the baseline FF variants that avoid aversive reinforcement in a simulation of 
the experiment.  Simulations included information about the contingency time (blue arrowhead) and 
threshold for avoiding aversive reinforcement (upper tip of blue arrowhead) for a given experiment (see 
Methods).  In this example, the simulation indicated that the red trajectories would avoid aversive 
reinforcement and the gray trajectories would receive aversive reinforcement.  c. Predicted learning (red) 
compared to actual learning (black) in this example experiment.  d. Average predicted (red) and actual 
(black) learning trajectories across all experiments (n=28).  Gray shading denotes ± s.e.m. for actual 
learning.  All traces are aligned to the contingency time.  
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Figure 5: The microstructure of successful variation predicts learning with 
a complex reinforcement contingency

a. We compared learned FF trajectories for two different tasks.  In the "single contingency" task described in Fig. 1, 
white noise was delivered at time B unless FF at time B was above a threshold value.  In the "dual contingency" 
task, white noise was delivered at time B unless FF at time B was above a threshold value and FF at time A was 
below a threshold value.  b. Calculating predictions of learning for single contingency (top) and dual contingency 
(bottom) experiments in one syllable.  As before, learning in a given experiment was predicted by computing the 
average of baseline FF variants that avoid aversive reinforcement in a simulation of the experiment (red traces). 
c. Actual (black) and predicted (red) learning for single and dual contingency experiments for this syllable.  
d. Comparison of average dual contingency (black, n=8) and single contingency (green, n=28) learning, normal-
ized to adaptation at contingency time B.  The downward arrowheads indicate the magnitude of learning for 
individual experiments at 12.5 ms before the contingency time.  Learned trajectories for single and dual contin-
gency experiments were non-overlapping at this time and all earlier times in the syllable.  e. Average predicted 
(red) and actual (black) learned trajectories across all dual contingency experiments (mean ± 1 s.e.m).
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Figure 6: The specific history of reinforcement determines the structure of learning

a. Comparison of predicted and actual learning for a stochastic contingency experiment in which aversive 
reinforcement was not only delivered to fundamental frequency trajectories that were below a threshold at a 
single contingency time (blue arrowhead) but was also delivered to a random 50% of fundamental frequency 
trajectories that were above the threshold.  Actual learning (black) is compared to the average of the 
trajectories that exceeded the threshold and randomly escaped aversive reinforcement ("random escapes", left 
panel, blue trace) or the average of the trajectories that exceeded the threshold yet randomly received aversive 
reinforcement ("random hits", right panel, red trace).  Gray shading represents prediction error.  b. In all 
experiments, the prediction error was greater for the average of random hits than for the average of random 
escapes (n=6, p=0.03, Wilcoxon ranked-sign test).  c. To test whether rapid fluctuations in fundamental 
frequency contribute to prediction accuracy, we took the data shown in the left panel of a and smoothed both 
the actual learned trajectory and the individual trajectories that contributed to the prediction, thus attenuating 
fluctuations more rapid than 12ms (see Methods).  d. For the six experiments illustrated in panel b, prediction 
error increased as we increased the low-pass cutoff frequency with which the raw data were smoothed.  
Filtering out fluctuations faster than 12ms (arrow) resulted in a significant increase in prediction error (asterisks, 
Wilcoxon signed-rank test) relative to unfiltered data (blue dashed line).
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Figure 7: Inter-syllable differences in the structure of variation predict 
differences in learning

a. Natural pattern of fundamental frequency variation for two 
syllables, expressed as residuals from the mean.  Each panel 
depicts the fundamental frequency performance on 30 
consecutive renditions of the syllable during baseline song.  The 
variability for syllable B (green) appears to exhibit faster 
temporal fluctuations than for syllable A (gray).  b. The time scale 
of variability for syllables A (gray) and B (green, dashed).  
Coefficient of determination (r2) traces depict the extent to 
which a deviation from the mean at a specific time in the syllable 
determines the deviations from the mean at surrounding times 
in the syllable.  A more rapid decay in the coefficient of 
determination indicates a more rapid time scale of variability 
(e.g. syllable B relative to syllable A).  c. Actual learning in 
syllables A and B, compared with predictions of learning 
calculated as before.  d. We compared the actual learning for a 
syllable with predictions based on FF variation for that syllable 
("syllable-specific" variation, as before) or predictions based on 
FF variation for syllables targeted in all other experiments 
("general" variation).  Prediction error was quantified as mean 
distance from the actual structure of learning.  Predictions using 
syllable-specific variation had significantly less error than 
predictions using general variation (Wilcoxon signed-rank test; 
p=0.005, n=28; horizontal lines denote means). 
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a. Summary data for experiments (n=5) that consisted of a baseline period, followed by a 100% aversive 
reinforcement period, followed by an instructive aversive reinforcement period.  Circles and vertical lines 
indicate mean ± s.e.m. of FF for an entire day.  The baseline period was used to characterize the natural 
range of within-day and between-day FF variation.  In the 100% period, all syllables received white noise.  
In the instructive period, all syllables with high FF were allowed to escape white noise.  Days 7 and 11 
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c. Comparison of between-days FF variation.  Change in mean FF between days was computed for each 
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Chapter 3: Covert skill learning in a cortical-basal ganglia circuit  

This chapter is in press as a letter to Nature: 

Charlesworth, J.D., Warren, T.L., & Brainard, M.S. Covert skill learning in a cortical-basal 

ganglia circuit. Nature. 
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Abstract 

We learn complex skills like speech and dance through a gradual process of trial-and-

error.  Cortical-basal ganglia circuits play an important yet unresolved role in such trial-

and-error skill learning76; influential 'actor-critic' models propose that basal ganglia 

circuits generate a variety of behaviors during training and learn to implement the 

successful behaviors in their repertoire11-12.  Here we show that the anterior forebrain 

pathway (AFP), a cortical-basal ganglia circuit26, contributes to skill learning even when 

it does not contribute to such 'exploratory' variation in behavioral performance during 

training.  Blocking the output of the AFP while training Bengalese finches to modify their 

songs prevented the gradual improvement that normally occurs in this complex skill 

during training.  Surprisingly, however, unblocking the output of the AFP after training 

caused an immediate transition from naïve performance to excellent performance, 

indicating that the AFP covertly gained the ability to implement learned skill 

performance without contributing to skill practice.  In contrast, inactivating the AFP 

nucleus LMAN during training completely prevented learning, indicating that learning 

requires activity within the AFP during training.  Our results suggest a revised model of 

skill learning: basal ganglia circuits can monitor the consequences of behavioral 

variation produced by other brain regions and then direct those brain regions to 

implement more successful behaviors.  The ability of the AFP to identify successful 

performances generated by other brain regions indicates that basal ganglia circuits 

receive a remarkably detailed efference copy of premotor activity in those regions.  The 

capacity of the AFP to implement successful performances that were initially produced 
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by other brain regions indicates precise functional connections between basal ganglia 

circuits and the motor regions that directly control performance.   

 

Introduction 

We assessed the contributions of basal ganglia circuitry to learned modification 

of adult Bengalese finch song, a complex behavior consisting of a sequence of 30-100ms 

long 'syllables,' each with a highly stereotyped acoustic structure.  The song-specific 

motor control system consists of a motor pathway, which is analogous to mammalian 

premotor and primary motor cortex and is sufficient to produce well-learned elements 

of song, and the AFP, a cortical-basal ganglia circuit that is necessary for juvenile song 

learning and adult song modification26.  We elicited learning by training birds with 

aversive reinforcement contingent on the fundamental frequency of individually 

targeted syllables (Figure 9a-b).  Aversive reinforcement consisted of loud, 50-80ms 

bursts of white noise25,77.  Training with aversive reinforcement elicited changes to 

fundamental frequency that adaptively reduced white noise exposure; delivering white 

noise to performances of a syllable with fundamental frequency below a threshold 

elicited an increase in mean fundamental frequency of that syllable (Figure 9b) whereas 

delivery of white noise to performances with fundamental frequency above that 

threshold elicited a decrease in mean fundamental frequency.  These adaptive changes 

developed within hours and were specific to fundamental frequency of the targeted 

syllable.   
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Influential actor-critic models11-12, inspired by reinforcement learning theory8 

and supported by empirical evidence9,13, propose that basal ganglia circuits such as the 

AFP are a crucial substrate for trial-and-error learning, generating a variety of behavioral 

performances and ultimately implementing only the performances that have led to 

successful outcomes.  In the context of fundamental frequency modification (Figure 9a-

b), the actor-critic model proposes that on each trial the AFP (the actor) generates 

distinct fundamental frequency values (exploratory behavioral variation, Figure 9c), 

receives reinforcement signals about the consequences of that variation from 

dopaminergic neurons (the critic, Figure 9d), and changes the probability of generating 

that fundamental frequency value in the future based on its consequences26,38-40.  Over 

time, the AFP gradually adjusts its output to implement (i.e. cause the execution of) 

behaviors with better consequences, leading to adaptive changes in fundamental 

frequency and thus improved skill performance (Figure 9e).  Consistent with this model, 

blocking AFP output through lesions or reversible inactivations reduces song variation, 

indicating that the AFP generates variation in song performance that might serve as 

motor exploration25-26 (Figure 9c,f).  Moreover, blocking AFP output after learning 

reduces the expression of recently learned song changes, suggesting that the AFP can 

contribute to learning by biasing the motor pathway to implement more successful 

behaviors30-31 (as suggested in Figure 9e).  A critical yet untested proposition of this 

model is that learning requires reinforcement of exploratory behavioral variation 

generated by the AFP, and thus preventing the AFP from contributing to behavioral 

variation during training should prevent trial-and-error learning (Figure 9f-g).  
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Results 

We tested this prediction by pharmacologically blocking the output of the AFP, 

training birds with aversive reinforcement, and then unblocking the output of the AFP.  

To block contributions of the AFP to exploratory variation in song during training, while 

leaving intrinsic AFP circuitry intact, we exploited a pharmacological distinction between 

inputs that song motor nucleus RA receives from premotor nucleus HVC and from AFP 

nucleus LMAN.  Inputs from LMAN are mediated almost exclusively by NMDA receptors 

whereas inputs from HVC are mediated by both NMDA and AMPA receptors26 (Figure 

10a).  Thus, to reversibly disrupt AFP output, we inserted microdialysis probes into RA 

and used retrodialysis to switch between a control solution (ACSF) and a solution 

containing 1-5mM of the NMDA receptor antagonist APV (Figure 10a).  Consistent with 

previous reports31,33, this manipulation affected song in the same manner as 

pharmacological inactivations or lesions of LMAN31,70, reducing the coefficient of 

variation (CV) of fundamental frequency by 31.7 +/- 5.6% (n=12 syllables in 9 birds) 

without causing systematic changes in song structure (Figure 10b-c, Figure 11).  The 

APV-dependent reduction in song variation was reversible; switching the infusion 

solution back to ACSF restored the CV of fundamental frequency to 96.5 +/- 4.6% of 

baseline (Figure 10c, Figure 11).  These data indicate that infusing APV into RA 

effectively and reversibly prevents the AFP from contributing to song variation (as 

schematized in Figure 9c,f). 
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As predicted by an actor-critic model of AFP function, there was no expression of 

learning while AFP output was blocked during training.  We compared learning in 

control experiments (e.g. Figure 12a) to learning in experiments with APV in RA 

throughout training (e.g. Figure 12c).  Training consisted of administering aversive 

reinforcement contingent on the fundamental frequency of a targeted syllable (Figure 

9a-b).  To ensure that a similar proportion of syllable renditions received aversive 

reinforcement across experiments despite the reduced range of variation following APV 

infusion, we set the threshold for avoiding white noise at approximately the baseline 

median fundamental frequency for each targeted syllable (see Methods).  To simplify 

presentation, we have plotted data so that the direction of learning (that reduces white 

noise exposure) is always upwards.  For control experiments (n=14 experiments for 9 

syllables in 7 birds), there was significant expression of learning during the training 

period; the mean shift of fundamental frequency in the adaptive direction was 33.5Hz, 

corresponding to a 1.1 +/- 0.35% change in fundamental frequency (Figure 12b, left bar, 

P<0.01, signed-rank test).  In contrast, for experiments with APV in RA (n=21 

experiments for 12 syllables in 9 birds), there was no expression of learning during the 

training period (Figure 12d, left bar); the mean shift in fundamental frequency was 

5.3Hz (a 0.20 +/- 0.15% change) which was significantly less than in control conditions 

(P=0.02, rank-sum test) and not significantly different from zero (P=0.15, signed-rank 

test).  These results indicate that infusing APV into RA eliminates any expression of 

learning during training and thus provide further support that this manipulation blocks 

AFP output. 
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Surprisingly, learned changes to song appeared immediately when AFP output 

was unblocked after training.  If learning required the AFP to transmit song variation 

during training, as predicted by an actor-critic model of AFP function, then blocking AFP 

output during training should have prevented learning and thus unblocking AFP output 

after training should not have revealed any learned changes to fundamental frequency 

(Figure 9f-g).  Contrary to this prediction, we observed learned changes to fundamental 

frequency after unblocking AFP output (Figure 12c-d).  These learned changes could not 

be predicted by any subtle changes in fundamental frequency during training (Figure 13) 

and were specific to the fundamental frequency of the targeted syllable (Figure 12e, 

Figure 14).  The average learned change across experiments was 27.6Hz, corresponding 

to a 0.99 +/- 0.17% change in fundamental frequency (n=21 experiments in 9 birds, 

P<0.001, signed-rank test, Figure 12d, right bar).  The magnitude of learning expressed 

after training was statistically indistinguishable from the magnitude of learning in 

control experiments (Figure 12b,d, right bars, P>0.9, rank-sum test).   In contrast to the 

gradual progression of learning in control experiments, maximal learning was expressed 

immediately after unblocking AFP output and did not require further practice with AFP 

output unblocked (Figure 12f).  Thus, during training with AFP output blocked, the AFP 

had not only encoded a 'policy' specifying the change in song that would improve 

outcomes (e.g. fundamental frequency of the targeted syllable should be increased), but 

had already altered its activity to implement that change.   

The acquisition of learning during training with APV in RA is consistent with three 

classes of mechanisms.  First, learning could require activity in the AFP during training.  
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Second, learning could require plasticity upstream of the AFP, possibly in the ventral 

tegmental area (VTA), and the AFP could merely serve as a conduit between the site of 

plasticity and behavioral output.  Third, learning could require plasticity downstream of 

the AFP, in RA, but the expression of that learning could be gated by AFP output31.  To 

discriminate between these possible mechanisms, we inactivated LMAN during training, 

by infusing muscimol (n=12 experiments in 3 birds) or lidocaine (n=2 experiments in 1 

bird) into LMAN (Figure 15a).  Whereas infusing APV into RA blocks AFP output while 

leaving activity in the AFP intact, inactivating LMAN not only blocks AFP output but also 

disrupts activity within the AFP.   

We found that activity in LMAN during training is crucial for learning.  

Inactivating LMAN reversibly reduced variation in fundamental frequency by the same 

amount as lesions of LMAN or infusion of APV into RA (CV reduction of 31.2 +/- 6.5%, 

n=14, Figure 11b).  Importantly for the interpretation of these experiments, we ensured 

in each case that the threshold for reinforcement continued to provide a directed 

instructive signal during the training period despite the reduced range of fundamental 

frequency variation (as in APV experiments, see Methods)77.  As with infusing APV into 

RA, inactivating LMAN prevented any expression of learning during training; expression 

of learning during training with LMAN inactivated was -0.19 +/- 0.37% (n=14, P=0.9 

signed-rank test) compared to 0.90 +/- 0.09% (n=14, P=1.2e-4 signed-rank test) in 

control experiments (Figure 15b-d).  However, in contrast to experiments with APV in 

RA, inactivation of LMAN during training prevented any acquisition of learning as 

assessed following the washout of drug (-0.07 +/- 0.21%, n=14, P=0.95 signed-rank test, 
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Figure 15b-d).  These results demonstrate that inactivating AFP nucleus LMAN during 

training prevents the acquisition of learning and thus activity within the AFP during 

training is essential for learning. 

 

Discussion 

Together, our results indicate that the capacity to adaptively modify a complex 

motor skill developed within the AFP during training with AFP output blocked.  The 

prevention of learning by inactivating LMAN during training indicates that activity in the 

AFP is required for learning (Figure 15).  The immediate transition from naïve 

performance to learned performance when we unblocked AFP output after training 

(Figure 12) demonstrates that, during training, the AFP had gained the ability to improve 

behavior even though that improvement was not yet expressed.  For simpler forms of 

conditioning78-79, such covert learning, indicating learning-related plasticity in the brain 

that is not accompanied by behavioral improvement, would only require that the brain 

region involved in learning received coarse signals about actions and stimuli41.  In 

contrast, our results indicate that the brain region involved in learning, the AFP, receives 

detailed information (an efference copy80) about the precise dynamics and timing of 

behavioral performance from the other brain regions controlling that performance. 

 Our results motivate a revision to models of song plasticity38-40 and influential 

actor-critic models of skill learning11-12, which propose that essential learning-related 

signals develop only in brain regions that are ''acting'' (i.e. controlling behavior).  In 

contrast, our results indicate that the essential learning-related signals necessary to 
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adaptively bias behavior develop in a basal ganglia circuit, the AFP, while it is prevented 

from contributing to behavioral performance and motor exploration.  This indicates that 

motor exploration (i.e. variation) generated by the AFP is not necessary for learning and 

thus a source of variation independent of the AFP can be exploited for reinforcement 

learning.  Presumably, this variation arises in the motor pathway, possibly in RA22,81, and 

is transmitted to the AFP.  Under normal circumstances with AFP output intact, variation 

contributed by the AFP itself may also be used for reinforcement learning.  Thus, the 

AFP may be a specialized hub where information about behavioral variation from 

multiple sources converges and is associated with reinforcement signals to guide 

learning. 

 The specificity of learning with AFP output blocked (Figure 12e, Figure 14) 

implies that the AFP associates reinforcement signals with detailed information about 

ongoing song performance, including both the identity of the syllable being produced 

and the rendition-by-rendition variation in the fundamental frequency of that syllable.  

Reinforcement signals, indicating the presence or absence of white noise, could be 

conveyed to the AFP via known projections from neuromodulatory nuclei such as the 

ventral tegmental area (VTA)26,40.  Signals encoding syllable identity are conveyed to the 

AFP via projections from nucleus HVC in the motor pathway to Area X26.  In principle, 

auditory feedback could provide information about variation in fundamental frequency, 

but such auditory signals appear to be absent in the AFP during singing82.  Thus we favor 

the alternative possibility that information about fundamental frequency variation is 

transmitted to the AFP via an efference copy of activity in premotor regions, by way of 
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projections from HVC to Area X and/or projections from RA to thalamic nucleus DLM83-84 

(Figure 16).  This is consistent with a recent proposal that transmission of efference 

copy signals from motor cortex (HVC and/or RA) to basal ganglia circuitry (AFP) plays a 

fundamental role in mammalian skill learning85.  

Our results also indicate remarkably precise functional coordination between the 

AFP and the motor pathway.  Immediately after unblocking AFP output, we observed 

learning that was specific to the reinforced features of song, indicating that the AFP had 

modified its output to direct production of those specific features by the motor 

pathway.  This implies that the AFP not only receives detailed information about the 

song performances produced by the motor pathway during training, but that it also 

changes its output to specifically implement the features of those performances that 

were reinforced.  Such a capacity of the AFP to precisely monitor and modify the activity 

of the motor pathway indicates fine-scale functional coordination both in the 

projections from the motor pathway to the AFP and in the projections from the AFP 

back to the motor pathway.  Such bi-directional coordination might be mediated by 

segregated functional loops86-87 between the AFP and motor pathway, each encoding a 

particular feature of song, such as high fundamental frequency in a particular syllable 

(Figure 16).  Under normal conditions, with AFP output intact, such functional loops 

could enable the AFP to amplify and bias specific behavioral features, functions that 

have been attributed to mammalian basal ganglia circuits17,88.  More generally, our 

results suggest that precise functional coordination between motor cortex and basal 

ganglia circuitry is important for enabling motor skill learning. 
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Methods 

Methods ummary 

All experiments were performed on adult (> 120 day old) Bengalese finches (Lonchura 

striata domestica) singing undirected song.  Song recording and feedback delivery were 

performed using software25 that recognized a targeted syllable and delivered a 50-80ms 

burst of white noise unless the FF met an escape criterion.  For experiments with APV in 

RA and associated controls, the threshold for escaping white noise was set near median 

FF of the targeted syllable; thus approximately 50% of syllable performances initially 

avoided white noise.  We used reverse microdialysis31 to deliver the NMDA-receptor 

antagonist DL-APV (1-5 mM in ACSF) to RA and the GABA(A) agonist muscimol (100-500 

μM) or the sodium channel blocker lidocaine (2%) to LMAN.  To ensure complete wash-

in of drug, we delayed 1-2 hours between drug infusion and the beginning of the 

training period.  Immediately after training, the solution was switched back to ACSF.  To 

ensure complete wash-out of drug, we delayed at least 1 hour between switching the 

solution to ACSF and measuring FF performance after training.   

Animal Care 

Adult (> 120 day old) Bengalese finches (Lonchura striata domestica) were bred in our 

colony and housed with their parents until at least 60 days of age.  During experiments, 

birds were housed individually in sound-attenuating chambers (Acoustic Systems) with 

food and water provided ad libitum.  All song recordings were from undirected song (i.e. 

no female was present).  All procedures were performed in accordance with established 
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protocols approved by the University of California,San Francisco Institutional Animal 

Care and Use Committee.   

Training 

The same training parameters were used for control experiments and experiments with 

pharmacological manipulations.  Song acquisition and feedback delivery were 

accomplished using previously described LabView software (EvTaf 25), which recognized 

a specific time (contingency time) in a targeted syllable of song based on its spectral 

profile.  Upon recognition, EvTaf recorded the time and calculated the fundamental 

frequency (FF) during the previous 8ms of song.  If the FF met the escape criterion (i.e. 

above or below a threshold), then no disruptive feedback was delivered.  Otherwise, a 

50-80ms burst of white noise was delivered starting <1ms after the contingency time.  

The duration of white noise was constant for a given experiment.  To allow 

quantification of FF during training, a randomly interleaved 10% of songs were allocated 

as catch trials and did not receive white noise.   

Experiments with reversible disruption of LMAN transmission to RA via reverse 

microdialysis 

We interfered with LMAN transmission to RA using a previously described reverse 

microdialysis technique31, in which solution diffuses into targeted brain areas across the 

dialysis membranes of implanted probes.  RA was mapped electrophysiologically during 

cannula implantation in order to direct probes to the center of RA.  Between probe 

insertion and white noise training, there was a >48h period in which control solution 

(ACSF) was dialyzed at a flow rate of 1 μL/min.  The dialysis solution was switched from 
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ACSF to the NMDA-receptor antagonist DL-APV (2-5 mM in ACSF; Ascent) at least 1.5 

hours prior to the onset of white noise training so that the threshold for escaping white 

noise could be determined based on song performance with APV in RA.  During this 

period, we evaluated the efficacy of APV by assessing the rendition-to-rendition 

variability of FF for individual syllables.  FF variability reduced and stabilized at an 

asymptotic level within the first 30 minutes of APV dialysis, indicating rapid onset and 

equilibrium of drug effect.  We observed a reduction in variability similar to that 

reported after lesions or inactivations of LMAN31,70.  For clarity of presentation in Figure 

12, running averages of FF performance for experiments with APV in RA omit the period 

of time during APV wash-in before white noise onset.  For experiments with APV in RA 

and the accompanying control experiments, white noise was delivered for 4-14 waking 

hours.  Blocking AFP output reduced variation in FF by an average of 31.7%, meaning 

that setting the threshold for avoiding white noise at a certain level above mean FF (e.g. 

+30Hz) in control experiments and experiments with AFP output blocked would result in 

a greater proportion of syllable performances escaping aversive reinforcement in 

control experiments.  To avoid this confound and ensure that a similar proportion of 

syllable renditions received aversive reinforcement in control experiments and 

experiments with AFP output blocked, we set the threshold for avoiding white noise at 

approximately the baseline median FF performance (between the 40th and 60th 

percentile in all experiments).  To ensure that our assessment of learning during the 

training period evaluated the effects of white noise training as opposed to the acute 

effects of APV, FF change at the end of the training period was quantified by subtracting 
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FF immediately prior to training (during the time period with APV in RA prior to the 

onset of WN) from FF at the end of the training period.  Immediately after the 

conclusion of white noise training, the dialysis solution was switched back to ACSF.  

Learning after the training period was quantified by measuring the difference between 

FF performance after white noise training (with ACSF in RA) and FF performance before 

white noise training and prior to infusing APV into RA (i.e. with ACSF in RA).  Although 

the latency between switching the solution remotely at the pumping apparatus and 

changing the solution at the probe tips is only six minutes in our experimental setup31, 

the APV-dependent reduction in FF variability typically remained for hours after 

switching back to ACSF, presumably reflecting the combined kinetics of passive 

diffusion, active clearance and degradation mechanisms.  In all experiments, birds were 

prevented from singing for at least 1.5 hours after switching from APV to ACSF to 

provide time for APV washout.  For quantification of learning expressed immediately 

after training (Figure 12f), we analyzed the first songs performed after this period.  To 

further ensure that persisting effects of APV would not cause an underestimation of 

learning in our primary representations of the data (Figure 12), expression of learning 

was assessed the morning after the training period.  This allowed sufficient time for the 

APV-dependent block of AFP output to subside while providing limited opportunity for 

the birds to sing in the absence of white noise, which could lead to extinction.  In a 

subset of experiments (8 of 24) white noise training was terminated (and APV was 

switched to ACSF) at least three hours before sleep.  In these experiments we found that 

the expression of learning before sleep was significantly greater than zero (0.95+/- 
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0.25% change in FF, P<0.02, signed-rank test) and only slightly less than learning the 

next morning (1.3% +/- 0.18% change in FF).  This indicates that washout of APV, 

independently of a period of sleep, is sufficient to enable the expression of learning.  

Probe position in RA was established using electrophysiological mapping of RA during 

implantation and confirmed post mortem by identifying cannula tracts in brain sections 

stained for Nissl bodies.  Additionally, in three birds, biotinylated muscimol (EZ-link 

biotin kit; Pierce; diluted to 500 μm) was dialyzed across the diffusion membrane in 

order to estimate the path of diffusion from the membrane31.  In these birds, probe 

position was determined post mortem by histological staining for biotin and by 

comparing interleaved sections stained for Nissl bodies.  Spread of drug outside RA 

tended to be in regions dorsal to RA, along the cannula, but not into the lateral areas 

where nucleus Ad is located. 

Experiments with reversible inactivation of LMAN via reverse microdialysis  

We examined the progression of learning for data from experiments in which we 

transiently inactivated LMAN using the same reverse dialysis technique that we used for 

infusing APV into RA31.  To inactivate LMAN, we switched the dialysis solution from ACSF 

to the GABAA agonist muscimol (100–500 μM; Sigma; 3 birds, 12 experiments) or the 

Na+ channel blocker lidocaine (2%; Hospira; 1 bird, 2 experiments) at a flow rate of 1 

μl/min.  Inactivations lasted for 3–4 h, during which a 1 μl/min flow rate was 

maintained.  At the conclusion of inactivation, the dialyzing solution was switched back 

to ACSF.  We applied white noise contingent on FF over a total period of two or more 

days, during both control and LMAN inactivation periods.  The threshold for escaping 
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white noise was incrementally raised to drive progressive changes in FF.  In each 

experiment, FF eventually reached a stable value because we stopped raising the 

threshold.  We only considered LMAN inactivations on days before FF reached this 

stable value, to ensure that the bird retained the capacity for further learning.  For each 

LMAN inactivation, learning after training was quantified as the difference in FF 

between the last 50 renditions of the syllable before infusion of drug and the first 50 

renditions of the syllable after drug washout, normalized as for experiments with APV in 

RA.  We excluded the first hour after switching the infusion solution to ACSF to allow for 

washout.  During the period with LMAN inactivated, which lasted a minimum of 3 hours, 

the threshold for escaping white noise was set so that greater than 50% but less than 

90% of syllables escaped and thus a learning signal of differential reinforcement was 

present in each experiment.  This is crucial for interpretation of the lack of learning in 

these experiments since learning in this paradigm does not proceed without such 

differential reinforcement77.  Learning during training with LMAN inactivated was 

quantified using a linear regression of FF on the renditions of the targeted syllable 

during training with LMAN inactivated.  For each inactivation, matched learning in 

control conditions was quantified by calculating the average rate of change in FF (per 

hour) during ACSF infusion on the day of that inactivation and multiplying that rate by 

the number of hours that LMAN was inactivated.  Probe positioning and the path of 

drug diffusion were evaluated post mortem by histological staining of sectioned tissue 

as described previously31.  Tissue damage caused by cannulae enabled confirmation that 
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probes were accurately targeted to LMAN.  In addition, biotinylated muscimol or 

ibotenic acid were used to estimate the spread of diffusion as described previously31.  

Analysis  

All analyses were performed with custom software written in MATLAB (Mathworks).  

For a given syllable, FF was measured over a consistent time window aligned to syllable 

onset; for syllables targeted with WN feedback, the measurement time window was 

centered at the median point at which feedback was delivered.  FF was calculated as 

described previously77  for both targeted syllables and non-targeted syllables of the 

same song.  Spectral entropy, volume and duration were calculated as described 

previously25.  Statistical significance was tested using non-parametric statistical tests; 

Wilcoxon signed-rank tests and Wilcoxon rank-sum tests were used where appropriate.  
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Figure 9: Trial-and-error learning in adult birdsong

a. Spectrogram of song during an experiment in which white noise (WN) was delivered to targeted syllable (A) 
renditions with low fundamental frequency (FF) but not high FF.  b. Delivering WN to syllables with low FF 
(shaded region) elicited increases in FF.  Each point corresponds to one syllable rendition; black line indicates 
running average.  c. The song circuit includes a motor pathway, containing HVC and RA, and the anterior 
forebrain pathway (AFP), important for learning.  The AFP generates variation in performance (motor 
exploration); red and light blue indicate distinct activity patterns in the AFP that lead to distinct FF values on 
different renditions of the same syllable.  d. Actor-critic models propose that the AFP receives feedback about 
the behavioral variants that it generates, and this feedback strengthens patterns of AFP activity yielding better 
outcomes (light blue, feedback shown) and weakens patterns of AFP activity yielding worse outcomes (red).  
e. This changes the output of the AFP so that it selectively implements more successful behaviors.  f. We tested 
this model by blocking the output of the AFP during training, thus preventing the AFP from generating 
variation in FF.  g. The model predicts that this will prevent learning-related plasticity in the AFP, and thus there 
will be no change in FF, even when AFP output is unblocked after training.
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Figure 10: Infusing APV into RA reversibly reduced song variability 
without distorting song structure

a. The AFP contains the striatopallidal nucleus Area X, the thalamic nucleus DLM, and the cortical nucleus 
LMAN, which projects to RA.  We blocked AFP output to the motor pathway by infusing the NMDA receptor 
antagonist APV into RA.  b. Infusing APV into RA did not markedly change song.  c. Infusions of APV into RA 
reduced the coefficient of variation (CV) of FF, which recovered after switching back to ACSF (n=12 syllables 
in 9 birds).  The CV reduction with APV in RA (31.7% +/- 5.6%) was not significantly different from previously 
reported effects of lesions (34.1 +/- 4.5%) and inactivations (28.4 +/- 6.0%) of LMAN in adult Bengalese 
finches.  Error bars indicate +/- s.e.m.  
*Previously reported values from Hampton et al.     and Warren et al. 70 31
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Figure 11: Acute effects of pharmacological manipulations on song performance

Infusing APV into RA affected song in the same manner as pharmacological inactivations or lesions of LMAN, 
both preserving stable song structure and reducing variation in fundamental frequency.  a. Infusing APV into 
RA did not markedly change song structure relative that present during infusion of control solution (ACSF).  The 
top two panels indicate two typical songs with ACSF in RA from one bird, whereas the bottom two panels 
indicate two typical songs with APV in RA from the same bird on the same day.  Within each condition, there 
was variation in the length and syntax of songs, as is common with Bengalese finch song.  However, between 
the two conditions, there were no gross differences in song structure.  b. APV infusion reduced the coefficient 
of variation (CV) of FF relative to the CV measured during infusion of ACSF.  Each open circle represents the 
reduction in CV caused by APV infusion for a single experiment in which AFP output was blocked (n=21 
experiments in 12 syllables in 9 birds).  The CV recovered to its initial value after switching infusion solution 
back to ACSF.  The magnitude of CV reduction with APV in RA (34.4% +/- 4.2%) was not significantly different 
from previously reported effects of lesions (34.1 +/- 4.5%) and pharmacological inactivations (28.4 +/- 6.0%) of 
LMAN in adult Bengalese finches         .  In the experiments described in Figure 4 in which we inactivated LMAN 
with infusions of muscimol (n=12 experiments in 3 birds) or lidocaine (n=2 experiments in 1 bird), we observed 
reduction in CV of 31.2 +/- 6.5%, which recovered to 94.2  +/- 5.3% of the baseline CV by the time point after 
training when we measured acquisition of learning (i.e. Figure 4c, arrowhead 2).  As before, each open circle 
represents one experiment.  Error bars indicate +/- s.e.m.   *Previously reported LMAN lesion and inactivation 
data are from Hampton et al.      and Warren et al.    , respectively.
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Figure 12: Infusing APV into RA prevents expression but not acquisition of learning 

a. Control experiment (ACSF in RA) in which white noise was delivered to targeted syllables with low FF.  
Arrowheads indicate FF at end of training (1) and after training (2).  Dashed line indicates delay between 
measurements at the end of training and after training.  b. For control experiments (n=14 experiments in 7 
birds), learning was expressed at a similar magnitude at the end of training (left) and after training (right).  
Learning was normalized as a percentage of baseline FF.  Error bars indicate +/- s.e.m.  c. Example of experiment 
with AFP output blocked (APV infused into RA) throughout the training period.  Arrowheads indicate FF at end 
of training (1) and after training and APV washout (2).  d. For experiments with APV in RA (n=21 experiments in 9 
birds), learning at end of training (left) was not significantly greater than zero and was significantly less than  in 
control experiments.  Learning after training and APV washout (right) was significantly greater than zero and 
was the same magnitude as in control experiments.  e. After training and APV washout, learning was evident in 
syllables targeted with reinforcement (left) but not in other syllables of the same songs that were not targeted 
with reinforcement (right).  This analysis was performed for each experiment in which FF of a non-targeted 
syllable could be reliably quantified (n=17 of 21 total experiments).  f. Mean progression of learning for control 
experiments (left) and after unblocking AFP output for experiments with APV in RA (right).  Points correspond to 
syllable renditions 1-5, 1-50, 51-100,…451-500.  Dashed lines indicate +/- s.e.m. 
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Figure 13: Learned changes to fundamental frequency expressed after 
unblocking AFP output cannot be predicted by changes to fundamental 
frequency during training

For experiments with APV in RA during training (n=21), we tested whether there was any correlation between 
changes to FF during training with AFP output blocked and changes to FF after training when AFP output was 
unblocked following APV washout.  On average, there were no significant learned changes to FF during 
training, and learned changes to FF were revealed for the first time after APV washout (main text, Figure 3d).  
However, we considered the possibility that, in individual experiments, subtle changes to FF during training 
might predict learning either because 1) the AFP amplifies a learned bias that develops in the motor pathway 
during training or 2) there was an incomplete block of AFP output during training.  Our analyses outlined 
below argue against both of these possibilities.

There was no correlation between changes to FF during training with AFP output blocked and changes to FF 
after training with AFP output unblocked (R=0.19, P=0.42, n=21, illustrated in the figure above).  Moreover, for 
the subset of experiments (n=8) without any adaptive changes to FF during training (values to the left of the 
y-axis on the plot above), the magnitude of learning expressed after unblocking AFP output (0.87+/-0.34%) was 
not significantly less (P=0.37, rank-sum test) than in experiments with adaptive changes in fundamental 
frequency during training (1.06 +/- 0.20%, n=13).  Thus, the subtle changes to FF during training were unrelated 
to learning and were not a reduced version of the changes to FF that were expressed after AFP output is 
unblocked.  Presumably, these subtle changes result from random variation.

These results indicate that the AFP does not merely amplify a learned bias generated by the motor pathway.  If 
this were the case, then slight adaptive changes present during training with AFP output blocked 
(corresponding to the development of a learned bias in the motor pathway) should have consistently 
predicted larger (amplified) adaptive changes present after training with AFP output unblocked.  We saw no 
such relationship, indicating that the AFP provides a learned bias that is unrelated to the independent contri-
butions of the motor pathway. 

Our results also indicate that learning cannot be explained by an incomplete block of AFP output during 
training.  If this were the case, experiments with less effective blocks of AFP output should have exhibited 
relatively small reductions in FF variation, slight adaptive changes to FF during training (when AFP is only 
partially blocked), and greater changes to FF after training and APV washout (when AFP is fully unblocked).  The 
lack of a relationship between changes to FF during and after training, as described above, argues against this 
possibility.  Moreover, there was no relationship between the reduction in FF variation in an individual experi-
ment and the magnitude of the adaptive change to FF expressed after training and APV washout in that 
experiment (R=–0.02, P=0.92, n=21).  Together, these results indicate that learning cannot be explained by an 
incomplete block of AFP output during training.  
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Figure 14: Learned changes to song were specific to the targeted acoustic feature 
of the targeted syllable

The learning that occurred with APV in RA was specific to the fundamental frequency of the targeted syllable.  
Across experiments (n=21), we assessed the stability of spectral entropy, volume, and duration of the targeted 
syllable at baseline and over periods of training with white noise and APV in RA.  Stability of each parameter at 
baseline (no APV no WN) was quantified as the change in that parameter between two consecutive baseline 
periods of singing (each ~10 hours in duration) immediately prior to infusion of APV, whereas stability  over 
periods of training with APV in RA (APV + WN) was quantified as the change in that parameter between the 
second baseline period of singing and the period of singing immediately after training and APV washout 
during which learned changes to fundamental frequency were also assessed (main text, Figure 3c-d).  Differ-
ences were normalized relative to the standard deviation of each parameter and thus expressed as z-scores.  
The change in each feature across the period of training with APV in RA (APV + WN) was no greater than the 
change across the consecutive periods of singing at baseline (no APV no WN; P>0.2, signed-rank test).  These 
results indicate that non-targeted acoustic features remained stable and thus learned changes were specific to 
fundamental frequency.  This is consistent with the specificity of learning in control experiments without APV 
in RA    .  Error bars indicate +/- s.e.m.25
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Figure 15: Inactivating LMAN during training prevents both expression 
and acquisition of learning 

a. We inactivated LMAN by infusing the GABA(A) antagonist muscimol (n=12 experiments in 3 birds) or the 
sodium channel blocker lidocaine (n=2 experiments in 1 bird) into LMAN.  b. Control experiment in which 
white noise was delivered to renditions of a targeted syllable with low FF.  c. Same as panel b, but with 
LMAN inactivated during training.  Arrowheads indicate FF at the end of training with LMAN inactivated (1) 
and following training and muscimol washout (2).  d. For experiments with LMAN inactivated (n=14), there 
was neither evidence for learning at the end of training (red) nor after training and drug washout (light 
blue).  Error bars indicate +/- s.e.m.
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